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Abstract
Background—Overuse of surveillance testing for breast cancer survivors is an important
problem but its extent and determinants are incompletely understood. The objectives of this study
were to determine the extent to which physicians’ breast cancer surveillance testing beliefs are
consistent with test overuse, and to identify factors associated with these beliefs.
Methods—2009–2010 cross-sectional survey of US medical oncologists and primary care
physicians (PCPs). Physicians responded to a clinical vignette ascertaining beliefs about
appropriate breast cancer surveillance testing. Multivariable analyses examined the extent to
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which test beliefs were consistent with overuse and associated with physician and practice
characteristics and physician perceptions, attitudes, and practices.
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Results—1098 medical oncologists and 980 PCPs completed the survey (response rate 57.5%).
Eighty-four percent of PCPs (95% CI: 81.4%–86.5%) and 72% of oncologists (95% CI: 69.8%–
74.7%) reported beliefs consistent with blood test overuse, while 50% of PCPs (95% CI: 47.3%–
53.8%) and 27% of oncologists (95% CI: 23.9%–29.3%) reported beliefs consistent with imaging
test overuse. Among PCPs, factors associated with these beliefs included smaller practice size,
lower patient volume, and practice ownership. Among oncologists, factors included older age,
international medical graduate status, lower self-efficacy (confidence in knowledge), and greater
perceptions of ambiguity (conflicting expert recommendations) regarding survivorship care.
Conclusions—Beliefs consistent with breast cancer surveillance test overuse are common,
greater for PCPs and blood tests than for oncologists and imaging tests, and associated with
practice characteristics and perceived self-efficacy and ambiguity about testing. These results
suggest modifiable targets for efforts to reduce surveillance test overuse.

Introduction
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Cancer surveillance testing is a critical yet problematic component of follow-up care for
breast cancer survivors who have completed active treatment. The high risk of disease
recurrence in these patients provides justification for early detection efforts, and several
laboratory and imaging tests are often used by physicians for this purpose. These include
blood tests (e.g., complete blood count (CBC), liver function tests (LFTs), serum tumor
markers), and imaging examinations (e.g., chest x-ray (CXR), advanced diagnostic imaging
(ADI) studies including bone, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scans) to detect recurrent or metastatic disease.3–5 However, of all these surveillance
tests only mammography is supported by evidence and recommended in clinical practice
guidelines.1,2 Consequently, in their recent “Choosing Wisely” campaign, the American
Society of Clinical Oncology and the American College of Physicians identified nonmammographic breast cancer surveillance testing as an overused, unnecessary intervention
that physicians and patients should question.9–12
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Overuse of unnecessary health services is a significant problem,8,11,13,14 and overuse of
breast cancer surveillance testing poses particular clinical and economic challenges. The
population of cancer survivors is rapidly growing, increasing the demand for surveillance
testing and the potential impact of test overuse.15 In 2007, there were 11.7 million cancer
survivors in the US—of which breast cancer survivors represented the largest group (22%)
— and their numbers continue to expand.16 Yet growth in the oncology workforce is not
keeping pace, raising a need for other providers including PCPs to play a more active role in
cancer survivor care. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has thus recommended “PCPcentered” or “shared care” models as alternatives to the current “oncologist-centered” model
of cancer survivor care.17 This may be a rational response; however, it complicates care
delivery and could thus contribute to cancer surveillance testing overuse. Such overuse,
furthermore, has downstream consequences due to “cascade” effects, in which unnecessary
testing leads to clinical interventions that, in turn, result in adverse clinical outcomes and
added health care costs.18,19
These issues underscore the importance of examining overuse of unnecessary, nonguideline-recommended breast cancer surveillance testing among oncologists and PCPs.
This problem has been explored in population-based cohort studies using administrative
data.3,4,20 However, these studies have had limited ability to distinguish the indication for
testing (surveillance vs. diagnostic evaluation), or to account for variation in patient
characteristics that may influence recurrence risk and the appropriate level of surveillance
Med Care. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 01.
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monitoring. An alternative methodology that overcomes these limitations is the use of
surveys employing hypothetical clinical vignettes to ascertain physicians’ beliefs about
appropriate testing or treatment.21–23 By standardizing patient characteristics, clinical
vignettes provide an “inherently case-mix adjusted,” physician-specific measure of practice
intensity22,23 that corresponds well to physician practice.24–26 Vignettes have begun to be
employed in studies of cancer surveillance testing.5,27
We recently conducted a study of vignette data from a nationally-representative physician
survey, and found that 79%of PCPs and 69% of medical oncologists believed in using at
least one blood test, while 42% of PCPs and 22% of oncologists believed in using at least
one imaging test other than mammography for breast cancer surveillance.28 However, this
study did not analyze the total number of different tests endorsed by physicians, or the
factors associated with test overuse beliefs. The objectives of the current study were to
extend this prior work by: 1) more fully describing the extent to which PCPs’ and
oncologists’ beliefs about breast cancer surveillance testing are consistent with test overuse;
and 2) identifying physician and practice characteristics, perceptions, and attitudes
associated with these beliefs. Our overarching goal was to identify potential causes of
surveillance test overuse among PCPs and oncologists, and modifiable targets for efforts to
reduce overuse.
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Methods
Data source and study population
We used data from the Survey of Physician Attitudes Regarding the Care of Cancer
Survivors (SPARCCS), a nationwide survey of medical oncologists and PCPs conducted by
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the American Cancer Society (ACS) in 2009–2010.
SPARCCS was designed to assess medical oncologists’ and PCPs’ beliefs, attitudes,
knowledge, and practices regarding follow-up care of breast and colorectal cancer survivors.
SPARCCS utilized two complementary questionnaires—one for PCPs, the other for
oncologists—designed to allow comparison of these physicians. SPARCCS items were
adapted from existing instruments29–34 and developed by our interdisciplinary team.
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A nationally-representative sample of actively-practicing, office-based PCPs and medical
oncologists who reported continued care of breast cancer patients was drawn from the
American Medical Association Physician Masterfile. Questionnaires were mailed to 3596
eligible physicians, and 2202 (1072 PCPs and 1130 oncologists) returned completed
questionnaires; the absolute response rate, calculated using the standard formula RR3,35 was
57.5% and the cooperation rate—which excludes physicians for whom we did not have valid
contact information—was 65.1%. For the current analysis, we further excluded 51 PCPs
who reported not treating breast cancer patients since completing training. Additional
methodological details are reported elsewhere,28 and survey instruments are available at
http://healthservices.cancer.gov/surveys/sparccs/. The study and survey instruments were
approved by the NCI IRB and the US Office of Management and Budget.
Variables and measures
Although overuse of health services has been a major focus of research and policy
discussions,6,8,10,13,36,37 a single conceptual framework outlining its causes is lacking. We
therefore selected variables hypothesized or demonstrated in past research to be associated
with overuse. Overuse has been conceptualized as a manifestation of “ clinical waste”
reflecting the production of services providing marginal or no benefit to patients,38,39 and
arising from system-level factors including fee-for-service incentives and health information
systems that influence the supply and efficiency of health services.38,40,41 Medicolegal risk
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has been identified as another important determinant.7,13,21,39,42,43 Studies of laboratory and
imaging test ordering have shown that overuse is associated with physician characteristics
including age, sex, and country of training;21,44 practice characteristics including size and
HMO and hospital affiliation, which may relate to various factors including accessibility of
clinical information and standardization of care;21 and physician perceptions of self-efficacy
(confidence regarding one’s own ability to perform a behavior)45–47 and ambiguity
(perceived lack of strength or consistency) of scientific evidence or expert
recommendations.45,48 Perceived ambiguity can cause avoidance of decision making—a
response known as “ambiguity aversion”49—and could thereby lower utilization of health
services by physicians. Finally, specific cancer survivorship care practices may influence
surveillance test overuse. Use of survivorship care plans and oncologist-PCP communication
about mutual care roles and responsibilities may facilitate guideline-consistent, coordinated
cancer survivor care, and thereby reduce surveillance test overuse.
Beliefs about cancer surveillance testing
The main dependent variable was physicians’ beliefs about appropriate laboratory (CBC,
LFTs, serum tumor markers) and imaging tests (CXR, ADI including CT, MRI, and bone
scans) for breast cancer surveillance. We presented PCPs and oncologists with a
hypothetical clinical vignette describing a breast cancer patient at low recurrence risk: “How
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often do you believe the following cancer surveillance tests should be performed for a breast
cancer survivor with the following characteristics: 55-year old woman, status post adjuvant
chemotherapy for early stage breast cancer four years ago, currently asymptomatic, no
evident disease, no significant co-morbidities, not on endocrine therapy?” We then presented
a list of test options and intervals (“ every 3–4 months”/“ 6 months”/“yearly” for laboratory
tests, and “ yearly”/“ every 2–3 years”/“every 4–5 years” for imaging tests), and “ only if
indicated,” “ never,” “ don’t know,” and “ other.” This single-item vignette was developed
by our multidisciplinary expert team; space limitations prevented use of multiple vignettes.
Cognitive interviewing with a convenience sample of 9 PCPs and 9 oncologists was used to
test the item’s comprehensibility and to refine the vignette.
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We defined “ overuse” based on clinical practice guidelines issued by the American Society
of Clinical Oncology and the National Comprehensive Cancer Network.1,2 Although strong
negative evidence on the comparative effectiveness of non-mammographic breast cancer
surveillance tesings is lacking, there is expert consensus that non-mammographic testing
constitutes overuse and should be decreased. Neither guideline recommends routine use of
any laboratory or imaging tests other than annual mammography for early-stage breast
cancer survivors. We therefore classified responses other than “ only if indicated,” “ never,”
“ don’t know,” or “ other” as overuse. Including “ don’t know” and “ other” responses in the
non-overuse category results in a bias towards underestimating beliefs in test overuse, but
represents the most conservative approach to the data. We did not include mammography
since 98% of PCPs and 99% of oncologists correctly recommended annual mammography.
We created separate overuse belief variables for laboratory and imaging tests, hypothesizing
that these tests may be perceived differently and have distinct determinants due to their
differing informational value, benefits, harms, and costs. We created variables to assess the
extent to which physicians’ beliefs reflected overuse by summing recommended tests of
each type. We created 3 ordinal response categories based on the distribution of overused
tests: 0 tests/1–2 tests/3 tests for laboratory tests, and 0 tests/CXR/CXR±ADI for imaging
tests. We combined responses of 1 and 2 blood tests to avoid problems of small cell sizes in
multivariate analyses, since only 6.7% of oncologists and 7.7% of PCPs endorsed just one
test.
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Physician characteristics included age, sex, race, and US vs. international medical graduate
status. Practice characteristics included Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) location,
practice size, employment arrangement (full/part owner, employee of physician-owned vs.
large group/ HMO vs. academic/university practice), teaching hospital affiliation, electronic
medical record (EMR) use, and proportion of uninsured patients.
Physician perceptions, attitudes, and practices

Self-efficacy regarding cancer surveillance testing was measured by an item assessing
physicians’ confidence in their knowledge: “ How confident do you feel about your
knowledge of the following aspects of cancer-related follow-up care for breast cancer
survivors?” We analyzed responses to the sub-item: “ Appropriate surveillance testing to
detect recurrent cancer”; response options were “ not at all confident,” “ somewhat
confident,” and “ very confident.”
Perceived ambiguity about expert recommendations for cancer survivor care was measured
by the item, “ I believe there are conflicting recommendations regarding the appropriate
management of cancer survivors who have completed active treatment for early stage breast
cancer,” with a 4-point response scale from “ strongly disagree” to “ strongly agree.”
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Use of cancer survivorship care plans was ascertained by an item asking physicians how
often they receive (PCPs) or provide (oncologists) an explicit follow-up care plan
documenting recommendations for future care and surveillance from or to the other
physician, respectively. Role communication was ascertained by a composite variable (α=.
86) that averaged responses to 4 questions scored on a 5-point response scale, ranging from
“ never” to “ always/almost always.” Two questions asked how often physicians routinely
communicate with their patients about what physician will follow them for 1) “ their cancer”
and 2) “ other medical issues,” while 2 analogous questions asked about communication
with other physicians.
Defensive medicine was measured by an item asking physicians how often they “ order tests
or treatments to protect against malpractice litigation,” using the same response scale. PCPs’
involvement in cancer surveillance testing was ascertained by asking PCPs how screening
for recurrent breast cancer is usually delivered for breast cancer survivors in their practice.
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Response options were: “ I order or provide this service myself,” “ the oncology specialist
orders or provides this service,” “ the oncology specialist and I share responsibility for
ordering or providing this service,” “ another specialist orders or provides this service,” or
“ I am not involved in this care.” Based on the distribution of responses, we grouped PCPs
into three categories: 1) provides (“ I order or provide this service myself”); 2) co-manages
(“ the oncology specialist and I share responsibility for ordering or providing this service”);
or 3) not directly involved (“ the oncology specialist orders or provides this service,”
“ another specialist orders or provides this service,” or “ I am not involved in this care”).
Notably, 43% of PCPs reported no involvement in breast cancer surveillance testing. We
therefore conducted sensitivity analyses excluding these physicians (described below), to
explore whether PCPs’ lack of involvement in test decisions moderated any of the
associations examined in the study.
Data analysis
We computed descriptive statistics on physician and practice characteristics and surveillance
testing beliefs for PCPs and oncologists. We then conducted multivariable polytomous
logistic regression analyses with surveillance testing beliefs as the dependent variable,
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including all independent variables in full-fitted models. We fitted separate models for PCPs
and oncologists, and for blood and imaging tests. All analyses were conducted using the
statistical program SUDAAN. Survey weights adjusting for undercoverage and survey
nonresponse were applied in the analyses; the weighted data yield national estimates.

Results
Descriptive data
The final analytic sample consisted of 2078 physicians (980 PCPs, 1098 oncologists),
excluding 41 PCPs and 32 oncologists with missing data on any dependent variable. Sample
population characteristics are in Table 1.
Beliefs about breast cancer surveillance tests
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Figure 1 shows the extent to which PCPs’ and oncologists2019; beliefs about appropriate
surveillance testing reflected test overuse. A majority of physicians reported beliefs
consistent with blood test overuse, although the proportion was greater for PCPs (84%, 95%
CI: 81.4%–86.5%) than oncologists (72%, 95% CI: 69.8%–74.7%). Overuse beliefs were
less common for imaging tests, although 50% (47.3%–53.8%) of PCPs recommended at
least 1 non-indicated test, compared with 27% (23.9%–29.3%) of oncologists. This
difference was attributable to fewer oncologists (8%) than PCPs (31%) endorsing beliefs
consistent with ADI+CXR overuse, vs. CXR overuse alone.
Factors associated with test overuse beliefs
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Table 2 shows the factors associated in multivariable analyses with test overuse beliefs
among PCPs (only significant associations (p<.05) are shown). Blood test overuse beliefs
were inversely associated with larger practice size and employment in a large group/HMO
or “ other” practice type (non-owner, nonemployee). Imaging test overuse beliefs were
associated with lower patient volume and location in an MSA < 1 million in size; PCPs who
saw ≥26 breast cancer patients/year had lower odds of overuse beliefs for CXR, while PCPs
practicing in MSAs ≥ 1 million had lower odds of overuse beliefs for ADI. Sensitivity
analyses (N=489) excluding physicians reporting no involvement in surveillance testing
yielded very similar results, except that blood test overuse beliefs were not associated with
practice size while showing new associations with self-efficacy (p=.04) and defensive
medicine (p=.05) (Supplemental Digital Content 1), and imaging test overuse beliefs showed
new associations (p=.05) with perceived ambiguity about surveillance test recommendations
(Supplemental Digital Content 2). The meaning of these new associations, however, is
unclear since the between-level contrasts for these variables showed no clear trends or
patterns, and most were not statistically significant. Any moderating effect of PCPs’
involvement in surveillance testing on the associations between overuse beliefs and the
factors examined in this study thus appears small.
In contrast, more factors were significantly associated with oncologists’ test overuse beliefs
(Table 3). Older age and international medical graduate status were associated with greater
overuse beliefs for both blood tests and ADI, and lower self-efficacy and higher perceived
ambiguity were associated with greater overuse beliefs for both blood tests and CXR. Other
factors showed significant associations with overuse beliefs for one test type or the other.
Race and employment arrangement were associated with blood test overuse beliefs; overuse
was higher among Asian than white physicians and lower among employed physicians than
practice owners. Patient volume was associated with overuse beliefs for imaging tests,
although the pattern of association was non-linear and difficult to interpret.
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This study provides new evidence on US physicians’ beliefs about appropriate cancer
surveillance testing in breast cancer survivors. To our knowledge, it is the first vignettebased study to examine this issue among both oncology specialists and PCPs, using a
nationally representative sample. The current study thus extends past research, while
offering new insights on the extent and potential determinants of physicians’ beliefs in
overuse of an acknowledged low-value health care service.
A significant majority of PCPs and oncologists endorsed beliefs consistent with overuse of
blood tests, while half of PCPs and 1/4 of oncologists endorsed overuse beliefs regarding
imaging tests. The higher prevalence of overuse beliefs among PCPs than oncologists
coincided with lower self-reported confidence in knowledge of breast cancer surveillance
testing; 58% of PCPs vs. 15% of oncologists reported that they were “ not at all” or
“ somewhat confident,” and 13% of PCPs vs. 2% of oncologists responded “ don’t know” to
the item measuring perceived ambiguity about surveillance recommendations.
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However, these cognitive factors—self-efficacy and perceived ambiguity—were associated
with overuse beliefs only for oncologists, for whom they were among the strongest
predictors of all variables. This suggests a critical influence of physician uncertainty on
oncologists’ overuse of cancer surveillance testing. Physician uncertainty is thought to be a
major cause of overuse in health care, and potential sources include physicians’ own lack of
knowledge or experience, scientific uncertainty about the net benefits of health services, and
the difficulty of determining outcomes for individuals due to random variation.38,39,50
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Our study provides new information on the uncertainties specific to oncologists’ potential
overuse of breast cancer surveillance tests and possible ways to reduce it. The association of
overuse beliefs with low self-efficacy suggests that physicians’ lack of confidence in their
knowledge of appropriate surveillance testing may prompt greater test ordering, and
educational interventions to increase confidence and knowledge may reduce this propensity.
Likewise, the association with perceived ambiguity about practice recommendations
suggests that physicians respond to scientific uncertainty not by avoiding medical
interventions—reflecting the phenomenon of “ ambiguity aversion”— but by initiating
them.51 The inconsistency of this finding with data from patients and laypersons49,52 may
reflect motivational factors unique to physicians—e.g., a medical culture that encourages
thoroughness over efficiency,13,53 fear of malpractice litigation.43 These are factors that may
moderate the effects of ambiguity on physicians’ decisions about the use of medical tests.
Importantly, the results also suggest opportunities for remediation since ambiguity about
breast cancer surveillance is arguably more perceived than real; current clinical practice
guidelines agree in recommending mammography alone.1,2 Educational interventions that
lessen perceived guideline ambiguity might thus reduce overuse, although the effectiveness
of such an approach remains to be seen.
Several physician characteristics—older age, Asian race, international medical training—
were associated with overuse beliefs among oncologists. These same factors have been
shown to be associated with PCPs’ valuation of aggressive vs. conservative guidelines for
cancer screening.48 Although not modifiable themselves, they suggest the influence of other
factors—e.g., physician training, prevailing cultural norms—that may be modifiable.
It is unclear why physician characteristics and attitudinal factors associated with
oncologists’ overuse beliefs did not show similar associations for PCPs. This might reflect
PCPs’ more restricted role in cancer survivor care under the traditional “ oncologistcentered” delivery model, which might reduce the influence of perceptions and attitudes on
test-ordering. The observed associations between practice characteristics (practice size,
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patient volume, practice ownership) and PCPs’ overuse beliefs also require explanation, and
suggest that PCPs’ test overuse is driven more by structural than cognitive factors. These
might include physician workload, access to peer or clinical decision support, financial
incentives, and other system-level factors not ascertained by SPARCCS. It remains for
further research to identify these and other unmeasured variables and confounders and to
develop theoretical models and frameworks to guide further analyses of the determinants of
surveillance test overuse.
Unexpectedly, we also found that neither use of cancer survivorship care plans nor role
communication between PCPs and oncologists were associated with overuse beliefs.
Although these practices have been promoted as strategies for making cancer survivor care
more guideline-consistent, coordinated, and efficient,17 our data suggest they have limited
influence although their future impact remains to be seen.28 We also found no association
between overuse beliefs and defensive medical practice, although this factor may be difficult
to accurately ascertain through self-report.
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Our study had several limitations. SPARCCS only measured physicians’ beliefs, not actual
practices, and relied solely on self-report which is susceptible to social desirability bias and
recall error. To assess overuse beliefs, we used a single clinical vignette describing only one
potential surveillance testing scenario, which requires validation. Furthermore, although
responses to clinical vignettes have been shown to correlate well with actual physician
practice,24–26 their validity in predicting cancer surveillance test overuse remains to be
shown. Finally, the study’s cross-sectional nature limits causal inferences.
Despite these limitations, our study provides important evidence about the extent to which
PCPs’ and oncologists’ beliefs about breast cancer surveillance reflect test overuse, and the
factors associated with these beliefs. Physician uncertainty about appropriate surveillance
testing may be an important and potentially remediable determinant of overuse beliefs
among oncologists. Further work is needed to validate our findings by measuring actual
overuse of cancer surveillance testing and its contributing factors, to test hypotheses about
the influence of these factors, to reduce both perceived and real ambiguity in surveillance
testing guidelines, and to devise interventions to help physicians and patients choose wisely
and reduce surveillance test overuse in cancer survivor care.
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Figure 1. Proportion of PCPs and Oncologists reporting beliefs consistent with overuse of blood
and imaging tests for breast cancer surveillance
1“1–2

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Tests” = any 1–2 of the following 3 blood tests: complete blood count (CBC), liver
function tests (LFTs), serum tumor markers (STMs); “All Tests” = all 3 blood tests
2ADI = Advanced Diagnostic Imaging (any 1 or more of the following: bone scan,
computed tomography (CT) scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan); CXR = Chest
X-ray
3Percents are weighted to the US population of physicians
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Data source: Survey of Physician Attitudes Regarding the Care of Cancer Survivors (SPARCCS)

CXR = Chest X-ray; ADI = Advanced Diagnostic Imaging (bone scan, computed tomography (CT) scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan); MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area

Multivariable analyses weighted to the US physician population and adjusted for age, race, sex, income, country of training, EMR use, proportion of uninsured patients, teaching hospital affiliation, self
efficacy, perceived ambiguity, defensive medicine, use of survivorship care plans, involvement in cancer surveillance testing, and role communication—none of which showed significant associations with
overuse beliefs
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CXR = Chest X-ray; ADI = Advanced Diagnostic Imaging (bone scan, computed tomography (CT) scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan)

Multivariable analyses weighted to the US physician population and adjusted for sex, income, practice size, MSA, EMR use, proportion of uninsured patients, teaching hospital affiliation, defensive
medicine, use of survivorship care plans, and role communication—none of which showed significant associations with overuse beliefs.
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